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General goals of the project

1. Create a tool for a rapid fasta/fastq data analysis.
2. Improve our skills at programming in Python.
3. Try Biopython for performing routine bioinformatic tasks.



a set of freely available tools for biological computation written in Python

“Biopython's job is to make you happy!” 
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What we have already done



Current progress

1. We have learned argparse - parser for command-line options and arguments



Why?

argparse turns a python script into a command-line program

● it makes your scripts much easier to use 

● it can fit your script into a pipeline of other tools



Using argparse to read options
 from the command line

Command-line input structure:

python3 breakFAST.py -i <input_file.fastq> -f <function> -p <parameters> -o <output_file.csv>

flag for reading 
file 

flag for choosing 
functions 

flag for parameters of 
requested function

flag for writing 
results to file 



Example of using

python3 breakFAST.py -i KF848938.1.fasta -f fast_report -p mean_length -o result

python3 breakFAST.py -i KF848938.1.fasta -f complement_reverse_sequence -p 
complement_RNA -o result

python3 breakFAST.py -i KF848938.1.fasta -f GC_content_analysis -p 3D_test -o 
result



2. We have implemented the input file check:

os.path.abspath(input_file) os.path.exists(input_file) SeqIO.parse 

function from module os
for finding path to file

function from module os
for checking if file is in directory

function from Biopython
for checking if file is 
.fasta/.fastq



3. We have explored the functions of matplotlib library



What our tool will do?

1. Basic statistics
a) minimum, maximum, mean, total length
b) GC content
c) quality scores
d) N base count

2. Filtering
a) delete reads shorter than X
b) delete reads containing Ns
c) delete poor quality reads
d) delete duplicates
e) delete reads with a particular motif

3. Comparing files
a) join reads from several files
b) find overlapping between several files
c) subtract sets of reads from several files



The tool’s structure

Main module 
communication with 

user

def File existence check def File format check

def Creating arguments through 
argparse

1. For read and check existence of 
input file

2. For choice function to analyse
3. For parameters of function
4. For output file with results

Our feature modules:
1. Basic statistics
2. Filtering
3. Comparing files



Thanks for your attention!


